


Sound Specifications 
- MUST PROVIDE SUBS - 

Technical Requirements Contact | taliskmusic@gmail.com | 07702595768 

Talisk concerts require sufficiently dimensioned and professional PA-system to be setup, fully checked and working on arrival


Although Talisk are a folk instrumental band, their dynamic sound required a full range PA-system capable of 40hz - 18000hz. Talisk requires a 
guidance level of 100db(A) with 6db headroom at FOH and consistent frequency response throughout the venue with equal levels in all audience 
areas including front & balcony fills.


We also require a system technician to assist throughout soundcheck/show, and where applicable, a competent monitor engineer who is familiar 
with mixing Folk/Traditional music.


Acceptable Brands: D&B, L’Acoustics, Meyer, Martin, Nexo etc. 
Not Acceptable: Behringer, Mackie, Yamaha, Thomann, Bose, Presonus etc.


FRONT OF HOUSE 
Digital: 	 We Prefer to work Digital 
	 

Analogue:	 Min 16 channels with 4 band parametric EQ		 	 3 x graphic equaliser for monitoring

	 	 6 aux sends (4pre, 2post)	 	 	 	 	 4 x compressors

	 	 1 x dual band graphic equaliser for FOH	 	 	 1 x Multi-FX

	 	 1 x Digital Delay


The console must be positioned central to the stage, at the audience height wherever possible.


STAGE 
Talisk require a minimum of 3 separate and matching floor monitors (min. 10”) on 3 sends with adequate amplification (See above for acceptable 
brands)

Festivals - If available, we would like the use of 3 separate 8ft x 4ft x 1ft risers for each position on stage.


LIGHTING 
If we don’t have our lighting tech with us we are happy with lots of movement, haze, basic wash and front light. We have logos on file for projection/
video screens if available.


Please get in touch if you have any problems with meeting any aspect of this spec. 

I hereby confirm receipt and acknowledgement of Talisk’s tech rider: ______________

mailto:taliskmusic@gmail.com

